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1 Introduction

In [1], we develop a decision support system for ad publishers to select the most promising ad network for each impression. A high percentage of online advertising is currently performed through Real Time Bidding (RTB), which is the process of selling the ad impressions in real time auctions. In RTB, there exist many different ad networks who are intermediate constructs between publishers and advertisers. As different ad networks connect to different sets of advertisers, from a publisher’s point of view it is critical to send its impressions to the most promising ad networks that can increase their revenue. One approach to choose a particular ad network given the available ad slot is through the so called Waterfall Strategy. In the waterfall strategy, publishers send an ad request to ad networks sequentially based on a predefined and fixed ordering. This strategy is inefficient in terms of time and revenue because often the first selected ad networks may not provide advertisements successfully. We present a method for helping publishers to decide which ad networks to use for each available impression. Our proposed method uses reinforcement learning with initial state-action values obtained from a prediction model to find the best ordering of ad networks in the waterfall fashion. We show that this method increases the expected revenue of the publisher by experiments on ad auction data.

2 Proposed method

We use reinforcement learning to derive the best ordering, namely the one maximizing expected revenue. Since we do not have access to real RTB environment, it is not possible to explore the state-action space. Therefore, we use historical data and consider each sequence of ad requests to fill a certain ad slot as an episode. The complete list of features in an ad request are shown in [1]. We then use a Monte-Carlo algorithm to learn the state-action values. The definition of states, actions and rewards are as follows.

States: The combination of ad tag id, floor price and request order are selected to construct the states because they make a balance between the number of states and the number of observed ad networks for each state.
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**Actions:** The actions are selected ad networks. In each state, the model decides which ad network makes the most revenue in the shortest time. There are \( N \) possible ad networks and each ad request could be sent to any one of them.

**Reward function:** The floor price is the lower bound of revenue for an impression. We assign the value of floor price as the reward of successful ad requests. Conversely, unsuccessful attempts are penalized by the value -1.

**Initial state-action values:** In order to find initial state-action values, we first find the success probability of sending requests to a certain ad network. For this, we build a classifier that predicts the success probability for each ad request. The multiplication of this probability to the floor price of the current ad request yields the expected lower bound for the revenue of the ad request.

3 Experiments

The dataset we use contains the ad requests of one week (20-26 November 2017). We use some part of this dataset for the prediction model and the rest for the Monte Carlo algorithm. For each day, the ad requests are divided into train and test. Figure 1 shows the ROC curves for the success probability prediction. Figure 2 illustrates the cumulative revenue prediction for the test dataset (red curve) compared to the real revenue earned (blue curve). We used the data samples of five days in the Monte Carlo algorithm and the ad requests of November 26 were used for testing the method. The results show that our approach could help publishers not only to fill their ad slots in the shortest time, but also to increase their expected revenue.
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